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State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE (10x1= 10)

L rhe difference between the highest and lowest observations in a data set is called
the inter q uartile range

2 The range of regression coefficient is -L to +1

3 For a symmetric distribution coefficient of skewness is zero

4 When two dice are rolled the probability of getting the sum of the faces as 11 is
one out of eighteen
Level of significance is the probability of rejecting a true hypothesis

Match the following

Measure of dispersion a Students't
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b Freq uency d istribution

c Coefficient of variation

d Positiona I average

e Sha pe of distribution

f Correlationcoefficient

Write short notes /answers on any TEN

1 Differentiate between census and sampling

2 What do you mean by a measure of centraltendency, Give examples

3 Enumerate the different steps involved in forming a frequency table

4 Describe the terms statistic and parameter in statistics

5 What do you mean by a simple random sample?

6 Write a short note on level cf significance

7 Differentiate between skewness and kurtosis

8 Write down the multiplication theorem on probability

9 Explain the term purposive sampling

10 Enumerate the applications of F-test

L1 What do you mean by a systematic sample

12 Bring out the significance of sampling distributions in analysing data

Statistic

Skewness

Median

Compressed data

(10x3=30)



lll yyp;1g short essays on ANy StX of the followingt 
;:if::jj:;il:f*ofcorreration coefficien.n determinin8tn"",,..:.;:;,
What is a probability distribution? Explain . Give at least two examples
Give a brief account on cluster sampling. lllustrate a situation in agriculture wherethis method of sampiing is used.
Enumerate the im portant cha racteristics of normal probability distribution.
Write a short essay on poison distribution
List out the important characteristics of a good measure of dispersion.
Briefly explain the uses and limitations of Statistics.
Describe the different types of graphs used in presenting statistical data.
Write essay on ANy ONE

1 Exprain the significance of anarysis of variance in anarysing experimentar i]:tt=ttDescribe the steps invotved in anatysing.,*; ;;;i;,fied data., 
,y:I: l:".0,:',"0 
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